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c field around a metallic substance..

currents
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The Principl
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Dielectric Heating
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On a recent tour

various industries in northeastern

Pennsylvani , I became interested in the use of the di
ric heater..

ng the dielectric

The particuls.r industry

heater was "Laminated Product /~no .. 11 •

After a tour of their

j

, I found myself wonderinik how this heater operated and

what o,ther uses it could be designed.,

In my research on

the subject of dielectric heaters, I came across induction
heating-the counterpart of dielectric

heati~g

in metallic

substances-and realized that the principle and applications
of these two types of heating,

ong with electronic fre-

quency changing ·which is necessary for this type hea.ting,
would be the basis

ent paper.,
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Introduction
es of induction and di

ectric heating

present an interesting study in the field of

ectronics.

one of these two types of heati

ThE1

esent value to in~ltl,ptry,.
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The method of ,,
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esf\ary for the operation
s demonstrates the

of induction
usefulness of the

reading the

A few definitions
paper:
Induction heating - the
metallic substance.
J)felectric heating - the gener

ization of heat within

a nonmetallic substance.
Induc

magnetic

on coil - a coil er

work by mean1:i

hi

frequency

eld around

ernati

current e
- the su"bstance

equency changing - to change the number of ti:r:nes per
second at which an alternating current reverses
direction ..
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Chapter I
In many 0:f the processes o,f modern day industry, the

heating of materials has become an important procedure ..
Wocrk, suah

and

heating of aluminum sheet, annealing,

ogress! ve case hardening, r

ong periods of

time when the eonventional methods of convection, conduct-

ion, and radiation are used..

The loss of time and the

consumption of man hours in the heating process has been,
and is, a problem o-f great concern to industry.,

This im-

portant problem has largely been overcome in many of the
phases of heating by the introduction of electronics.

The

use of electronics for the purpose of heating metallic subi s called induction heating; in the non-metallic field it

is called dielectric heating..

These two forms of "heating

without heat" have proved an enormous boon to industry ..

Not only do they answer the ever important production call
for

ed, but they save countless hours of her et of ore

wasted labor and provide large saving in essential floor
space..

Prehaps most important of all they have enabled

industry to cut down on operational expenses.,

GEAR HARDENING BY INDUCTION HEATING

2

C'hapter II
Section I
Induction Heating
Heat may be generated in any mass of metal
conducting materi

or other

which is subjected to the alternating

magnetic field from a suitably designed coil, carrying
current of proper magnitude and frequency.

The coil is

usually called an inductor coil and the mass of metal, or
conducting material, is denoted as the work.,
Heat is generated in the work because the magnetic
eld of the coil induces currents to flow around closed
:paths in the work, according to generally predictable patterns, depending upon the shape of the coil and the geometry of the work.

These currents encounter resistance and

power (which is a function of current and resistance) is
expended in the form of heat ..
Whether hes;t is supplied by one of the conventional
methods or by

ectric curr

, the amount of power whi

must be released to raise the temperature of a given mass
through a given range in a given time can be calculated

readilY111

In inductio¥eating this is the power density

and it is this power, neglecting radiation and conduction
losses, which must be generated in the work.
When a conductor is carrying alternating current, the

reactance is greater in the center of I.the oonductor
is at the surface.,
lowest resistance

Currents always travel the path of
therefore the current density is

it

3

er at the
ductor.

any other point in the

e than

con~

t and it becomes very

This is known as skin
high frequencies,.

marked

The

ect is much gr

n

nonmagnetic materials.

Ther

er in magnetic than in
steels will

ore, mo

more readily than such metals as copper, brass, and alu-

minum ..
the operat ..

'.!.'he inductor coil is the machine tool

ion..

ned by the shape

It is always d

the heat pattern required..

the work and

Its effectiveness varies in-

om the work, but it must be

versely as its distance

It must

enough away to prevent flashover to the work.

heavy enough to carry the require1magnetizing current and
generally must be water cooled because it

resistance,

so, and would oth13rwise become overheated ..
These are the basic elementi:::: of induction he a ti
which,

ly

6

ghest
offers new flexibi

ect

'

enable industry to obtain the

st r

s.,

I

on

t.y for both high and low produc

on ..

Change-overs can be made quickly; small lots can be
dled effectively ..

ng, soldering, eefnnealing, mel ti

ferrous and nonferrous metals,

nt ering powcler

metalE3,

heating for upsetting and forging • ., .,all these are handl
with equal facility by induction heating ..

PREHEATING PLASTIC PREFORMS BY DIELFCTRIC HEATING

Section II
ectric Heati

The most important characteristic of dielectric heating is its ability to create Ith~ heat uniformly within the
I,

,J

material itself.
This significant feature makes dielectric heating an
important tool in the fabrication of practically all nonmaterials formed or processed with heat.

conducti

the degree to which such substances will heat is, in
reality, a measure o:t' their insulating qualities,.

And

because there are :t'ew really good insulating substances
at high frequencies, a great variety of non-conducting

materials can be heated with a considerable degree
ss.

a

non~conduct:i.ng

mass, generally r

erred to e,s

the work, is placed between tv.;o electrodes a,nd a source
of' alternating

ectric potential connect

rodes, the work

electrodes

11

to the elect..;
like a c

tor

and an alternating electric rield will be set up between

the two electrodes.,
This alternating field, passing uniformly through the

work, displaces or stresses the molecules of the materi
first in one direction and then the other, as the polarity

of the field is reversed.,

.B'riction occurs due to this

molecular motion in the work and generates heat uniformly

throughout the mass.,
sulti

heat

Such molecular friction and the reion is proportional to the field re-

..

\

er I
equency Changing

ectronic

Frequency changing is one of the fundamental usea

ectro11ic tube.,

ec

of

the power can be used to per-

c power, so
ous types

form

:lrunda:mentally,

work.,
ocess for

equ

the number of times
current reverses

which an

s
ection..

:power is di st.ri buted as alternati

eye

the form

It is a method of cha.ngi

Commercial electric

current, and sixty

is the most common :power frequency..

Most elect-

rical devices are designed to operate cm a current of six-

ty cycles, but high

equencies al'e needed for the electof metals.

ronic induction heati
in the dielec

are us

Also, high frequencies
none onclucti

c

sub-

es

For frequency
ec

c
t.ube,

on, is

used for po'l.·.rer in the upper
cycles and on up into the millions ..

ranges

UB

'

It is

- above 10,000

Electronic

equency

changing in .the lower ranges 11 below two or three thousand
cycles is accomplished with the
and tbyr

of

lled

on

on tubes.

The electric power is converted through a series of
to give the current
ep one: Sixty cycle power is
,-,

i'J

the a.esired

equency.,

ormed to the r

L

High
Frequency
()scj_llato1~

60 QY@l@
High Voltage
60 Cycle

Direct
Current

\

Low Voltage

Low
Frequency

er

8

St

two:

current.,

The alternating current is rectified to direct

The high-voltage alternating current is rectifi

by the o·ne-way

valve action of electronic tubes, giving a

direct current..

'I1his direct current is the source from

which a new alternating cu.t'Tent a.t any frequency can be
obtained,,.
Step three:

The direct current is converted to the desired
To obtain high

equency.,

frequency~

used to power an oscillator,.

the direct current is

To obtain low freciuency, the

direct current is used to power an inverter.,

Step four:

The alternat.ing current output of the oscill-

ator is then used to pov1er the inductor coil in induction
heating;

the capacitor is used to do the work in dielect-

c hee,ting ..

Shown on the opposite
st

just explained ..

e is a cli

am

these four
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Chapter IV
tion I

of Induction Heating

The Advant
The use

in industry contributes

induction heati

important

s..

tantaneously; it is id
requires no physi

input is controlled

The

for continuous processes ...

contact between moving work

elect-

circui ts.,
Induc

on heating eliminates time lost waiting for

equipment to cool o·r reach proper temperature when servic:-

may be locali

ing or making adjustments..

on inter-

nal or external surfaces for specific applications.

It is

unusally adaptable for high-speed production work ... " elim-

inates time and cost of transporting materials to and

om

-tr

s.,

d

structure, where

int

depth

ci
e

"

ng

es without

can heat

Induction

eri

ol

c

es r

tive heati.ng and assures product uniformity.

tion II
The Advantages of Dielectric
electric heating ccmtri but es three

tages..

Heat is evenly d

fie advan-

oped throughout the thickness

of the product irrespective of its thermal conductivity.
ng is fa,ster, part:tcula.rly wi t.h thick masses, because
it. is unnecessary to wait for

out

to

center core ..

to

e

orn the

10

an improved

With dielectric heati

oduct is ob-

its surface with its core or

tai.ned, not overheated
interior under-cured.

Section I I I
to the manifold advant

of induction and

dielectric heating it has found to be that they are an
essential

in industry.

These two forms of heating

are compara:tive,l.y new, but they are in wide use in the
industries of

hardening,

solderingil and annealing..

ng, tin reflowing,

In the textile industry,, for

curing plastic and wood laminates, plastic molding,
rubber curing, and bonding, this form of heating has

cut down tremendously on time and labor..

The future of

induction and dielectric heating is constantly being
expanded by the numerous new applications
can be applied.,
!

which they
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